Thank you for inquiring about the Kendall GelThotics Satisfaction Guarantee.
We Can offer a Satisfaction Guarantee because we know that thousands of users have

found foot relief and comfort whether they are an athlete or on their feet all day.

Here’s why our Satisfaction Guarantee resonates with users:
• Made in the U.S., uniquely using medical grade Silicone (a material that is far more
effective than any other insert material on the market)
• Not only provides more support than a conventional orthotic, but does it with
softness and reduction of friction and shear forces.
• Helps retain the integrity of the natural fat pad under the heel, absorbing shock,
reducing the effect of friction, and stabilizing the heel.
• Our SupportXGel, a modified ultra-soft long-life silicone gel, helps control pronation
with stability through every phase of the gait cycle and provides one of the highest
levels of shock reduction ever tested.

The Kendall GelThotic is a Medically Effective Orthotic
You are restoring your feet and arches to a healthier position!

Explanation for use:

Your feet are painful because they have been exposed to poorly designed shoes or you are
using hard inserts that actually do more harm than good.
There is sometimes an
adjustment period for some people’s feet to conform to the GelThotic, so if after your
initial use you still experience some discomfort, be assured that after repeated use you will
experience the relief you expect.

FOR BEST RESULTS:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place the GelThotic under the soft inner sole of your shoe
For high heels, place the GelThotic directly on the footbed
Wear GelThotics for a day or two, then remove them for a day or two
Replace GelThotics and wear continuously
If you experience any discomfort, repeat this process

If you are not satisfied with how GelThotics perform for you, simply return them to us for a
full refund of your purchase price minus shipping charges.
Sincerely,
The GelThotics Team
Read Reviews: GelThotics User Reviews
Facebook:
Kendall Facebook Fan Page

Twitter: GelThotics at Twitter
Shop:
Kendall Store

